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Customer Satisfaction Survey Template 

What is your level of satisfaction with your overall experience with the DHSEM Training and 

Exercise Section?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Extremely satisfied 10.1% 9

Moderately satisfied 31.5% 28

Slightly satisfied 7.9% 7

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 21.3% 19

Slightly dissatisfied 10.1% 9

Moderately dissatisfied 11.2% 10

Extremely dissatisfied 7.9% 7

Other (please specify) 

 
29

  answered question 89

  skipped question 4
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Page 2, Q1.  What is your level of satisfaction with your overall experience with the DHSEM Training and Exercise
Section?

1 Little to no experience with them. Feb 15, 2013 8:54 AM

2 Have not had much communication with the training section since it moved to
another office.

Feb 14, 2013 2:52 PM

3 The training section has been responsive The exercise section no interaction Feb 14, 2013 8:16 AM

4 The program definitely declined with the several changes in staff that have
happened. The job has a significant learning curve and we have not had the
proper knowledge or coordination in this department for some time now (no fault
of the overwhelmed staff). Communication of training opportunities available and
coordination has suffered.

Feb 12, 2013 1:36 PM

5 Since the change over to the DPS it has been very poor!  No interface with local
emergency managers.

Feb 11, 2013 11:14 AM

6 There is very little exercise planning or scheduling within the section.  All efforts
seem to be focused internally within individual departments or offices.
Additionally, there appears to be little to no cross departmental coordination of
requirements or activities.  A common calendar might be a bridge too far, but
quarterly coordination conferences/meetings seems like a feasible idea that
could assist local governments on understanding what the State is doing and
where it wants to go with exercises.  Also, the State needs to conduct an annual
TEPW to assist with the longer term planning efforts.  In the training arena, I
would have the same type of observations/comments for the planning and
forecasting of requirements.  However, the section responded well to our
Regional requests from the last State TEPW (2010 I think?) and provided the
bulk of those classes generally within our needed timelines.

Feb 8, 2013 4:29 PM

7 As a state employee I am not sure there is anyone (other than myself) who
tracks what training I have taken.  I rarely receive assistance with the
development of a training plan which incorporates areas of interest, areas of
relevance to my position or training which may lead to increased job satisfaction
or productiveness.  No effort has been made to understand individual goals or
objectives and how to tie those in with training.

Feb 7, 2013 7:34 AM

8 dissatisfied since Christine left the section. Because of the re-organization the
section has not been effective. But I have hope for the future.

Feb 6, 2013 2:37 PM

9 Over a year ago I was very satisfied with the DHSEM Training and Exercise
section. The Coordinator was responsive, conducted a timely TEPW, and
provided information on new and upcoming classes that would supplement the
region. The Coordinator also seemed to have a helpful FEMA contact that
provided direction on any outstanding issues that came up.

Feb 6, 2013 10:48 AM

10 Have not participated in any training opportunities Feb 6, 2013 9:39 AM

11 Way to jump start the program in the 1st month. Feb 6, 2013 9:34 AM

12 Since starting on November 1, 2012, I am relatively new to my position of EPR
Coordinator and Office Manager for Lincoln County Public Health.  But I"ve
benefitted a lot from the Co-TRAIN classes that have given me a lot of basic

Feb 5, 2013 1:54 PM
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Page 2, Q1.  What is your level of satisfaction with your overall experience with the DHSEM Training and Exercise
Section?

information and a good start on discharging the duties of my new job.

13 IHaving had the opportunity to observe federal level, DoD, other states, I think
we do OK with the assets we have.  I think I see the concept of customer service
over bureaucratic focus coming into the structure.  Thank you for that!

Feb 5, 2013 7:11 AM

14 This is based upon past experience as a local responder and emergency
manager, not on my current position

Feb 4, 2013 4:16 PM

15 Not much experience Feb 4, 2013 1:44 PM

16 Training an exercise seems to be driven by large cities and counties.  Small
counties get lost in the shuffle.

Feb 4, 2013 12:02 PM

17 This has changed over the years.  Unfortunately my overall experience has
shifted from satisfactory to extremely dissatisfied over the past few years.

Feb 4, 2013 11:36 AM

18 Just started in my position in November. I have had to ask for a lot of trainings
and haven't really received what I needed. It would be great if there was a list of
trainings that new local/Regional staff needed to complete.

Feb 4, 2013 10:55 AM

19 From my perspective, this program has primarily focused on NIMS level classes,
FEMA level courses and some IMT level education. However, these classes are
merely a baseline for emergency management education - they are great for
new emergency managers, but not the meat of what is needed now that
emergency management has evolved. More creative training and exercises need
to be developed to get to what issues will plague us all - MAC, eoc to eoc
coordination, JIC Coordination, etc

Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM

20 I am unaware of any training and exercise events that have been held or
planned for our region through DHSEM.  The only trainings that are offered are
thru the fire departments, or public health thru cdphe, which may in fact be
hosting the trainings thru this agency.

Feb 4, 2013 10:46 AM

21 Our agency has not participated in a lot of trainings and exercises Feb 4, 2013 10:45 AM

22 I have had no interaction with DHSEM Feb 4, 2013 10:29 AM

23 Due to my past experience as Training Officer with City & County of Denver I
worked a lot with the training and exercise group at the state.

Feb 4, 2013 10:25 AM

24 Some key people have been in this role throughout the several restructuring
processes for many years.  I don't know if it is the ever changing foundation at
the state level, or that a multi-disciplinary approach as been dismantled in SE
CO, but I no longer hear of exercises until someone is looking for victims to role
play.  The last exercise information I was sent regarding dress up materials
needed for a hotel international exercise. The goals, objectives, scope and target
capabilities were not even mentioned. I have had weeks of training at the NETC
for exercise design, evaluation and documentation and rarely get the opportunity
to utilize that training, although in years past served on statewide exercise
planning and implementation teams, and conducted several regional and local
exercises. There are no training and exercise dollars for regional staff at CDPHE

Feb 4, 2013 10:20 AM
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Page 2, Q1.  What is your level of satisfaction with your overall experience with the DHSEM Training and Exercise
Section?

to develop, implement and evaluate exercises. I have found staff at DHSEM very
helpful over the years in getting registered for training and appreciate those
opportunities.  When the catalogue came out and only trainings that fit into the
DHS catalogue were offered, I think training declined.

25 When Christine was around things were great.  As far as DEM, Robyn is great
for training.  Have always used the Field Managers for exercise support, not sure
if this will continue or if the state exercise person will help down at the local level.

Feb 4, 2013 10:17 AM

26 I would have checked Extremely satisfied except for my belief that there has not
been enough focus on law enforcement training and especially exercising.  Fire,
EOC, and EMS practice and use the ICS system a lot more than Law
Enforcement.  It is second nature to them, but generally unfamiliar to LE.  We
attend the classes and learn the terminology, but don't use it daily like they do.  I
believe there needs to be a focus on changing that and the only way to get it
done is through more exercising with law enforcement.

Feb 4, 2013 10:10 AM

27 It lacks good customer service, follow thru, help with cotrain and needs a better
relationship with the instructor cadre

Feb 4, 2013 9:59 AM

28 Since Christine G. left there has been a real lack of direction and expertise
coming from this section. The expertice is limited to EM topics, and I'm not really
sure how much expertice exsists there.  I have additional comments regarding
the staff, but will leave those for a direct conversation with Beth.

Feb 4, 2013 9:40 AM

29 My rating is based on past program management and performance. I realize
current change is underway, which I believe will significantly and positively
impact stakeholder opinions.

Feb 3, 2013 2:24 PM
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Customer Satisfaction Survey Template 

How responsive is the DHSEM Training and Exercise Section to your requests for classes 

or resources?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Extremely responsive 4.5% 4

Very responsive 25.0% 22

Moderately responsive 26.1% 23

Slightly responsive 15.9% 14

Not at all responsive 6.8% 6

Other (please specify) 

 
21.6% 19

  answered question 88

  skipped question 5
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Page 2, Q1.  How responsive is the DHSEM Training and Exercise Section to your requests for classes or
resources?

1 Have had no need for them to be responsive, so can not answer. Feb 15, 2013 8:54 AM

2 I have only had two occasions in the last 8 months to speak with the training
section. HOWEVER, Beth has contacted me and followed up with the G404
course in the first couple of weeks since taking the position! I was very
impressed!

Feb 14, 2013 2:52 PM

3 The training section has been responsive to training requests Feb 14, 2013 8:16 AM

4 n/a Feb 6, 2013 2:15 PM

5 Have not made a request Feb 6, 2013 9:39 AM

6 Worked hard to resolve a COML federal training issue Feb 6, 2013 9:34 AM

7 NA Feb 6, 2013 9:02 AM

8 As stated in number 4, I am just getting started, but I have found every training
that I have needed to help me get started.

Feb 5, 2013 1:54 PM

9 I have not made requests. Feb 5, 2013 7:29 AM

10 This is not my bailiwick. Yet, I have seen the post TEPW activity of crafting or
finding courses wane.  Using the regional coordinators to shape relevant
courses, and not worrying about the vendor would be a big improvement.  What
do local activities need? Where do they need it provided? And when? -these are
the instrumental questions when building an annual training plan. The training
plan should be revisited with a training conference 3X yr.  At the training
conference get feedback on what was accomplished, what should be
accomplished.  Also at these sessions emergent needs can be met. By the way,
I am a volunteer after 40 years in the business and I was not a happy tax payer
when I heard a member of the Denver EM state the vendor's income should be a
consideration when building classes (not at your meeting, another state
meeting).

Feb 5, 2013 7:11 AM

11 Haven't been aware that they were a resource to us within CDPHE OEPR Feb 4, 2013 2:36 PM

12 Have not made any requests Feb 4, 2013 1:44 PM

13 I don't believe I've asked for anything. Feb 4, 2013 12:03 PM

14 Not sure what is availabe to our area.  Theres been little effort to advertise the
training or encourage participation.

Feb 4, 2013 12:02 PM

15 This has also changed from good to bad over the past few years. I have asked
repeatedly to receive marketing flyers about upcoming trainings sponsored by
DHSEM and am only referred to CO.Train.  I often find out about a training
opportunity after it has passed or has been cancelled.  If I could receive
marketing flyers or even e-mail notification, I could and would forward them to
my extensive list of contacts to meet their training needs and to help DHSEM fill
classes.

Feb 4, 2013 11:36 AM

16 I have quit trying to get support from the state - cumbersome, and only base Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM
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Page 2, Q1.  How responsive is the DHSEM Training and Exercise Section to your requests for classes or
resources?

level help offered.

17 unsure if training has been offered to this regon Feb 4, 2013 10:46 AM

18 I do not know the functions or responsibilities of the DHSEM Feb 4, 2013 10:29 AM

19 I do not request training through the DHSEM section, but find the response time
for information can be slow.

Feb 4, 2013 9:40 AM
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Customer Satisfaction Survey Template 

How well do you think the DHSEM Training and Exercise Section understands what your 

agency/jurisdiction needs to be successful?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Extremely well 1.2% 1

Very well 17.9% 15

Moderately well 29.8% 25

Slightly well 27.4% 23

Not at all well 23.8% 20

Other (please specify) 

 
23

  answered question 84

  skipped question 9
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Page 2, Q1.  How well do you think the DHSEM Training and Exercise Section understands what your
agency/jurisdiction needs to be successful?

1 I have met several times with Robyn to set and evaluate my training plan and
how to finish the courses I need for the plan.

Feb 15, 2013 11:29 AM

2 I forsee in the near future that this will definitely change for the better. Feb 14, 2013 2:52 PM

3 Being rural and in the SW corner of the state, travel and time away becomes
concerns for much of this area.  Many of the trainings are challenging to attend
because they are not somewhat local.

Feb 11, 2013 1:45 PM

4 Section members have attended our TEPWs and other committee/planning
meetings.  I'm not sure that there is an in depth understanding of where we are
trying to take our agencies/jurisdictions in either the exercise or training arena.
Also, the State should be leading some of these efforts given that when we
operate, we do so as a multi-jurisdictional set of responders with the State EOC
being a key player in the response/recovery operation.  A similar comment would
apply to the CIAC and prevention/protection exercise/training requirements.

Feb 8, 2013 4:29 PM

5 So many mandates on everyone,  makes it difficult to take part in local, regional
and state training and exercise and still provide services to the citizens.

Feb 8, 2013 10:51 AM

6 This requires developing relationships with individuals to gain understanding of
personal goals and objectives as well as outlining ALL of the training
opportunities across the state, not just those in the all hazards area.  The
Colorado Department of Personnel and Administration offers management
training which I found out through my own research as opposed to having this
marketed as an opportunity or incentive.

Feb 7, 2013 7:34 AM

7 They do not understand until they are given the information as to why a skill or
curriculum is requested.

Feb 6, 2013 10:14 PM

8 I'm not sure how well it is understood at this time. Feb 6, 2013 10:48 AM

9 NA Feb 6, 2013 9:39 AM

10 It's more the other way around. I feel my department may benefit from DHSEM
T&E but they don't understand the value you can provide.

Feb 6, 2013 9:02 AM

11 With my new emplyee experience with the system I have found the Section's
offerings to be both easy to access and use and the content to be very adequate
in developing a clear understanding of job expectations and competently
discharging my duties and responcibilities.

Feb 5, 2013 1:54 PM

12 Sometimes agencies need to be coached to see what they are unable to see
and to challenge what they are uncomfortable in challenging -- this is an
opportunity for DHSEM to provide leadership and vision to the state and not only
be responsive to what agencies & jurisdictions say they want -- for example,
multi-jurisdictional & multi-agency decision making is an area needing significant
attention with education, training and exercise

Feb 5, 2013 11:18 AM

13 DHSEM personnel would be well served by spending time with the less
resourced agencies and look at how they collaborate.  Be prepared for frank
feedback.  There is a perception "out there" that the D in DHSEM stands for

Feb 5, 2013 7:11 AM
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Page 2, Q1.  How well do you think the DHSEM Training and Exercise Section understands what your
agency/jurisdiction needs to be successful?

Denver. If you have visited your clientele, you have begun the process of gaining
their trust.

14 Not sure Feb 4, 2013 1:44 PM

15 No idea. Is this who put on Operation Vortex? Feb 4, 2013 12:03 PM

16 I think some within the agency as a whole have a grasp on what is needed.
Unfortunately, I don't think the State is focused on local issued or how to
collectively resolve them

Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM

17 As far as I am aware, since the sudden departure of the state rep of emergency
response and planning, there has been no contact with the agency in this region.

Feb 4, 2013 10:46 AM

18 We have not developed a good partnership with CDEM.  We need to be more
connected.

Feb 4, 2013 10:45 AM

19 I have not seen any offerings or any documents that would let me know that
DHSEM T&E understands our agency/jurisdiction needs.

Feb 4, 2013 10:29 AM

20 Regions used to be more involved with TEPW's at the state level and reflected
more of a multi-disciplinary approach. In our region, only emergency
management is involved in the regional all hazard  board, which determines the
focus of what funds will be spent on exercising. Once they have determined all
that, they invite stakeholders in to fill out the paperwork. I believe regions should
be required to exercise and funds set aside to accomplish it. Who looks at what
exercising is or isn't being done in each region? Where is the accountability?

Feb 4, 2013 10:20 AM

21 training - yes exercises -no Feb 4, 2013 10:17 AM

22 The current arrangement of staff does not understand the overall Homeland
Security needs and has a limited knowledge base of opportunities and
processes.  The state document about training and exercise procedures has not
been updated in years.

Feb 4, 2013 9:40 AM

23 Again, in the past, as a stakeholder it did not seem connectivity with the locals
was a high priority.

Feb 3, 2013 2:24 PM
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Customer Satisfaction Survey Template 

Please rank in importance and your level of satisfaction the following services the Training and Exercise Section 

Provides:

Importance

  Extremely Important Important
Neither Important nor 

Unimportant

Co.TRAIN 48.4% (45) 47.3% (44) 3.2% (3)

Website 20.5% (18) 54.5% (48) 22.7% (20)

TEPW Resources 34.7% (26) 41.3% (31) 17.3% (13)

Instructor Standards 51.3% (41) 42.5% (34) 5.0% (4)

Task Book Standards 18.8% (15) 65.0% (52) 13.8% (11)

Course Curriculum 49.4% (40) 48.1% (39) 2.5% (2)

Course Marketing 31.3% (25) 52.5% (42) 15.0% (12)

Satisfaction Level

 
Extremely 

Satisfied
Satisfied

Neither Satisfied 

nor Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied

Co.TRAIN 16.5% (15) 54.9% (50) 16.5% (15) 9.9% (9)

Website 3.5% (3) 38.4% (33) 47.7% (41) 9.3% (8)

TEPW Resources 1.4% (1) 33.3% (24) 43.1% (31) 13.9% (10)

Instructor Standards 6.3% (5) 38.0% (30) 38.0% (30) 13.9% (11)

Task Book Standards 0.0% (0) 30.4% (24) 54.4% (43) 13.9% (11)

Course Curriculum 3.8% (3) 45.0% (36) 38.8% (31) 11.3% (9)

Course Marketing 2.6% (2) 33.3% (26) 39.7% (31) 21.8% (17)

Other (please specify)

  answered question
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Page 2, Q1.  Please rank in importance and your level of satisfaction the following services the Training and
Exercise Section Provides:

1 havent worked with task books yet. Feb 11, 2013 11:37 AM

2 All the services marked above as "Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied" have are
good aspects, but improvement is needed also.  For example the concept of
CO.TRAIN is great; the GUI is confusing to those who do not use it on a regular
bases, especially if they are only a basic computer user.

Feb 9, 2013 12:44 PM

3 I'm dissatisfied with COTRAIN because while it is supposed to be the standard
for the State, that standard is neither enforced nor effectively supported.  If
COTRAIN were effective, we wouldn't need the web site.  No TEPW =
dissatisfaction.  A glaring weakness is the lack of clearly communicated and
enforced instructor standards.  This is an important area that must be addressed.

Feb 8, 2013 4:29 PM

4 TEPW - I am not aware of what this refers to - Could be my fault  Instructor
Standards - Constantly changing - I have attended at least four ICS instructor
TTT and I do not believe I am offically qualified to teach. With reduction in my
staff it is difficult for me to attend all the meetings- At times I feel out of the loop.
Lori Hodges worked hard to try and keep us all updated we will see what
happens now.

Feb 8, 2013 10:51 AM

5 I have never received any training on cotrain and am unfamiliar with its benefits
beyond course registration.  The website and weekly updates are extremely
important as these are where I find out about most of the training going on in the
state.  I am unfamiliar with TEPW Resources.

Feb 7, 2013 7:34 AM

6 The TEPW seems to be lost as part of the bigger picture and I'm not convinced
the pieces are truly linked in practice.

Feb 7, 2013 7:15 AM

7 Co. Train is hard to navigate through and find specific courses. Feb 6, 2013 10:14 PM

8 I'm not even aware of the website or TEPW resources. Feb 6, 2013 3:29 PM

9 Input and direction on regional exercises was also a service the Coordinator
provided before. I think this was helpful so to direct exercises and received a
neutral perspective on exercise conduct, evaluation and developing thorough,
objective AAR's.

Feb 6, 2013 10:48 AM

10 Over the past few years awareness of  certain courses came too late to plan for
people to attend.  The word should be spread by as many means as possible as
soon as folks at state learn of a course opportunity, training opportunity, or
exercise. In more rural areas, getting backfill or coverage to be in the classroom
or a field exercise.

Feb 5, 2013 7:11 AM

11 TEPW: I marked this down because we haven't had one and because the
process we used last time was very ineffective Instructor standards: some of the
standards are unnecessary and unrealistic (Instructor methodology for one). We
are running into situations where there will not be any instructors for certain
classes if we keep the standards where they are. Task Book standards: The
NWCG vs. All-hazards issue needs to be resolved; We don't have enough real
disasters for people to get their Task Books signed off and remaining current so
we need to lower this requirement to include planned events/exercises for more
of the tasks Website comments were directed at the old website- the new one is

Feb 4, 2013 4:16 PM
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Page 2, Q1.  Please rank in importance and your level of satisfaction the following services the Training and
Exercise Section Provides:

a huge step in the right direction CoTrain- Though I am glad that we have at
least this system- I think we could do better

12 I am not familar with TEPW resources, instructor standards, or task book
standards

Feb 4, 2013 2:36 PM

13 I am not familiar with anything other than Co.TRAIN, and have been here almost
one year. I have attended one regional training in Denver about a year ago, and
that is all, other than CoTRAIN courses, and ICS300 and 400 in Burlington.

Feb 4, 2013 2:11 PM

14 Co.train - cumbersome to use (particularly for non-emergency managers who
want to register for classes; specifically, my PW folks did not register for training
because they couldn't figure out the system and no one would assist with
registration) Website - which website? The outside sight is the most helpful
TEPW resources - exactly what resources? Instructor standards - good idea, but
need more than canned instruction Task books standards - excellent; would love
to see labs done by the state so people can begin to complete more effectively
Course Curriculum - baseline knowledge is good, but its time to expand outside
the box Course Marketing - the reports from Micki are a good way to adverstise
classes

Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM

15 It's hard to answer the above because I am unsure what you are referring to
since these programs have never been combined. For website, is this
coemergency?  For TEPW resources, we haven't had one for years at the state
level. For instructor standards, is the ICS only?  I don't believe the State sets
other standards except maybe CERT?  Course curriculum is virtually all set by
FEMA?

Feb 4, 2013 10:48 AM

16 I have had trouble finding needed information on the website. Feb 4, 2013 10:45 AM

17 TEPW Resources???  I don't know what this is or what is available from the
state in this area or how this would assist me.  Co-train is a good system but it is
very difficult to find classes without a course number.

Feb 4, 2013 10:25 AM

18 I have always felt that most of the courses are not very challenging. It seems
they do not cater to the experienced EM.  I understand most of the courses are
not designed by the state and therefore out of your hands.

Feb 4, 2013 10:17 AM

19 The website updates are better than the past.  The website should reflect a
current statewide calendar and important inforamtio related to Training and
Exercise.  The State hasn't completed a TEPW in 2 years now, I think.  It is
important that the State figure out what it needs to improve on itself and then
pass that down to the locals.  I don't understand what Course Marketing means,
so I didn't answer.

Feb 4, 2013 9:40 AM
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Customer Satisfaction Survey Template 

What changes would most improve the Training and Exercise Section's ability to meet your 

needs?

 
Response 

Count

  66

  answered question 66

  skipped question 27
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Page 2, Q1.  What changes would most improve the Training and Exercise Section's ability to meet your needs?

1 I'm not really sure what each of your staff does or specializes in for OP.  It would
be helpful to have some information on what each person can help me with and
who I should be contacting for specific requests.

Feb 15, 2013 11:29 AM

2 Communication on what they can do for local agencies. Feb 15, 2013 8:54 AM

3 A current course schedule emailed directly to Field Staff. Im not a consistent
reader of the COemergency that lists some training events...

Feb 14, 2013 2:52 PM

4 Be consistent in your offering of training Clearly communicate when classes can
be funded or not funded (all aspects) Respect and foster the commitment past
instructors have shown to teaching classes

Feb 14, 2013 8:16 AM

5 I do like how the information is being posted now and emailed through the
coemergency emails. I also really appreciate the spreadsheet that was sent out
at the last Coord meeting because then it's something that I can email out to
other stakeholders that do not receive the coemergency emails. I was putting it
into Word myself and sending out. That seems to be one gap is it seems the
EMs get those emails but the information doesn't seem to get out to the other
stakeholders (ESFs). I am interested in hearing about the training and exercise
planning geared to test EOPs also.

Feb 12, 2013 1:36 PM

6 More trainings in the SW region of the state. Feb 11, 2013 1:45 PM

7 on electronic registration, it would be advantageous to be able to do multiple
sorts, ie: location and topic; location and cost; etc.

Feb 11, 2013 11:37 AM

8 I need an interface with you.  There is no field manager to interface with or talk
to.

Feb 11, 2013 11:14 AM

9 I believe with the current organization our needs should be met better.  For this
question I used to answer that State EM and HS training specialists needed to
coordinate regally and more.    Our challenge is that it is very hard to fill classes
to the minimum number of students being that the next nearest town is 40 miles.
Even with statewide class notification, we are lucky if 6 to 8 students show up.
The importance of EM/HS classes must be stressed to statewide organizations
like CSOC and CCI.

Feb 9, 2013 12:44 PM

10 Production of a long range T&E plan that would provide focus and guidance to
local governments and agencies.  Included would be State level events that
locals could participate in if they are available.  Establishing a methodology to
periodically review and update the plan would also be important as the TEP will
continually flex and change.

Feb 8, 2013 4:29 PM

11 Some way to overcome the comment above.   Broomfield is a small player but
still has a need to participate in regional and state T&E but still must meet local
requirments and needs first.

Feb 8, 2013 10:51 AM

12 Complete all inclusive State of Colorado Training & Exercise calendar.  The
aforementioned would/should include Emergency Management, CDPHE,
RETAC, Law, Fire, Homeland Security and others.

Feb 7, 2013 1:21 PM

13 I am the Program Manager for the San Luis Valley Exercise Design Team.  I Feb 7, 2013 8:49 AM
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Page 2, Q1.  What changes would most improve the Training and Exercise Section's ability to meet your needs?

have been doing this since January 2006.  When Christine Gallardo was at DHS
she was engaged and helpful to me with exercise matters.  Before that and after
she left my interaction with DHS on exercise matters was essentially non-
existant.  What I would like to see from DHSEM is this...    a.  Critical review of
exercise planning materials   b.  Critical review of After Action Reports - Several
years ago a state-level exercise program manager reviewed one of my AARs
and only said I should never mark them "Confidential", that "For Official Use
Only" must be used.  That was it!  Not a word about the AAR content.   c.
Periodic "how goes it" meetings with other exercise team managers and DHSEM
d.  Notify exercise design team of upcoming training regarding HSEEP and
related programs   e.  Be available when we ask assistance with an exercise
related activity  Perhaps other All-Hazard regions have had a different
experience.  In my opinion, State of Colorado level exercise program staff exist
to support regional exercise programs.  They should also be the nexus between
Federal DHS and the regions.

14 I would like to see more personalized training opportunities - where there is a
recognition of the type of training I may be interested in and those opportunities
brought to my attention.  This would require a better understanding of the
individuals who comprise DHSEM as well as the goals and objectives of the
agency.  Training provides the foundation on which this agency can continuously
improve and through the creation of more accurate annual training plans which
take into account individual interests, agency need and professional
development training can become a cornerstone for the overall improvement of
the agency.  Currently, I receive a yearly training plan which has no relevance to
my position, this requires overhauling the entire document and developing my
own, this is time consuming for me as I am not fully versed in all of the training
available regionally and I have missed some opportunities in the past.  Through
a greater understanding of the galaxy of training opportunities as well as
individual needs - training could be greater tailored to the individual as well as
have greater tie-in with agency goals and objectives.

Feb 7, 2013 7:34 AM

15 The EM academy need to be wrapped into this group. Nothing against anyone
working on it from the OEM side, it just makes organizational sense to
consolidate and have one "portal" for our training and professional development.
It may be helpful to have a more solidified process for course materials and lay
out specifics on when materials need to be to you for printing, etc.

Feb 7, 2013 7:15 AM

16 It would be great to have a simple overview doc that lays out what's eligible for
funding and why, and a simple flowchart of the process to get funding.

Feb 6, 2013 11:14 PM

17 Needs assessments for jurisdictions and disciplines contact other programs i.e.
MMRS

Feb 6, 2013 7:20 PM

18 Training at the State is often taught by individuals with very little practical
experience. This leads to classes with a lot of theory, but not much applicable
learning. To improve, the State would pull highly experienced instructors whether
that means local-level professionals or individuals from outside the state.
Additionally, the State's training staff has proven to be an obstacle to training
opportunities such as EMI, rather than supportive. This makes it clear that she
does not understand what my agency/jurisdiction needs to be successful. Road
blocks to local education are not helpful.

Feb 6, 2013 3:29 PM
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19 Publish lists of State/Federal certified instructors and classes they can teach
along with contact info. Lift restriction on number of students for classes for the
rural/frontier areas of the state. Review Exercise planning documents and AAR's
and provide feedback so those persons providing the information or doing the
planning can improve on the process and improve on the reports. Require
courses posted on CO-Train to provide information if the course quailifies  to be
supported by Homeland Security Training funds, ie travel, etc. Since each grant
guidance is different it might even specify which grant funds can be used.

Feb 6, 2013 2:37 PM

20 I have been the Training and Exercise Chair for the UASI for the past year and in
that year it has become prevalent that the training offered is targeted at one
group, Emergency Mangement. For the past year there have been several
applications for training that would benefit the "boots on the ground" that have
either fallen below the line or are not taken into consideration at all. The main
reason being that the peer review group is made up of all Emergency Managers.
At some point there needs to be a balance of the training offered to help and
support all functional areas of the Emergency Response and not just Emergency
Managers. Safety and health of the members on the frontline has no longer
became a priority and this has got to change. The police and fire service region
wide is young and inexperienced and we have done nothing for them to be better
prepared. We have people in offices that can function at a high level from the
training we have received during mock drills, but have not afforded the same
level of professionalism to the people who are actually risking their lives.

Feb 6, 2013 1:49 PM

21 More outreach to Fire and EMS agencies. Feb 6, 2013 12:11 PM

22 offer more varety of trainings- better advertise the classes that are offered Feb 6, 2013 11:53 AM

23 Better communication Feb 6, 2013 11:41 AM

24 I would provide more backgound on where locals can find information on DHS
portal numbers, explain the process of how an item gets into a DHS portal and is
accepted to the local Training and Exercise committee, and provide more
information about new classes that would benefit the region-based on TEPW
input, of course. If evalulation of these courses have been done, then that would
be extremely helpful information to share with local constituents.  In addition,
putting a shared calendar together and distributing it with State contacts would
be helpful as well.

Feb 6, 2013 10:48 AM

25 Hospital respresentative - liaison for decisions affecting healthcare (not a Public
Health rep)

Feb 6, 2013 9:39 AM

26 Add section to the State web site Feb 6, 2013 9:34 AM

27 It would be great to see a stronger alignment with health, medical, PH and EMS-
not sure if it is possible but trying to line up calendars so the health and medical
community attends DSHEM offerings.

Feb 6, 2013 9:19 AM

28 Reach out to all UASI agencies with information on what you can provide that
would support our operational needs. Provide information on how we may get
engaged with more state and UASI opportunities.

Feb 6, 2013 9:02 AM

29 With my limited understanding of all of the Section's offerings I do not have any Feb 5, 2013 1:54 PM
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recommendations at this time.

30 Small County's do not have the money to stay caught up on training or to kept
those skills up to date. They also don't have the personal to fill positions and
need to be proficient in many more position in order to fill the gaps that may be
needed.

Feb 5, 2013 11:35 AM

31 Establish a clear, black and white, description of what are the essential
performance capabilities that are expected from the state's homeland security
and emergency management community -- and then direct all activiites and
programs toward meeting those performance capabilities -- you must be able to
identify both subjective and objective ways to measure increases in performance
capabilities -- insure that "lessons observed" are turned into measureable
changes in policy, doctrine and procedures....and then re-exercise to insure the
changes have been implemented  Aggressively engage the private sector to
reach out and bring them into DHSEM's portfolio of education, training and
exercises to meet their needs for HSEM training, etc -- Private sector, as a focus
of preparedness, seems to have been missing from DHSEM's mission and focus
-- Private sector has basically been left to their own resources while DHSEM
focused on the public sector, mainly law enforcement, fire & EMS  Additionally,
public health needs to be much more engaged to bring them into the "tent" since
many of the future threats are public health

Feb 5, 2013 11:18 AM

32 Staffing changes, finally do a state level/wide TEPW, DEM failed at this.  That
lkets us at least kinbda sorta have an idea of what is happening around the state

Feb 5, 2013 10:51 AM

33 I would like for the CIAC to be an intended participant in the information sharing
portions of  exercises, with clear goals and measurable results.

Feb 5, 2013 7:29 AM

34 Understanding the difficulty that smaller agencies have attending, back fill, time,
and distance the agency encounters let alone the budget crunch.  Having
trainings closer to home so more can attend without the cost and loss factor.

Feb 5, 2013 7:20 AM

35 The one change is about collaboration through out the state. Revitalize the
Regional structure as a training and exercise activity.  Ask that CEPP become
active in integrating the NGO's that are outside of Denver into the courses
through the regional coordinators.  CEPP folks should be able to articulate  the
value-proposition of the training, workshop, TTX, functional, FSE in terms that
mean something to the non-profit leaders. Right now the Cell seems to be the
darling of DHSEM.  While the CELL is a true asset to Denver, the model needs
to move into the rest of Colorado. Use all of your universities, not just the Denver
centric.  What can CSU, UCCS, Colorado School of Mines, Adams State, Mesa
State, Western State - etc do for you?  We have a history of partnering with
Kansas, Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico - that is a good thing!  We have US
Northern Command in our backyard. They have an interagency directorate.  A
call on Mr. Bill Fuhr and Bob Sommers would be of value to find free or cheap
training being done at the federal level -- just might build collaboration. Identify
the key influencers across the state and use them by serving them. As for a
specific -- Push back on FEMA that the ICS courses are repetitive. Demand
more from DHS, FBI, NFPA, EMI, USDA Forrest Service, and our own National
Guard.  If regional coordinators attend any national level seminars, workshops,
UASI conference ask that they bring back one idea for training.

Feb 5, 2013 7:11 AM
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36 Not sure.  Posting courses in COEM newsletter and co-train has helped greatly.
Maybe sharing the 1-3 year training and exercise program with more agencies.

Feb 4, 2013 6:26 PM

37 Avoid large exercises that don't test anything and waste time. Instead develop
smaller more direct exercises to test communication and processes between the
counities and the state. Innovate, think out of the box and develop training that
isn't all IMT based. Instead bridge the gap between EOCs and IMT Training. Get
back to developing and support EOC Task Books.

Feb 4, 2013 6:10 PM

38 More coordinated and proactive. Solicit input from locals for a training & exercise
plan. Offer important G courses, particularly APS courses, outside of the
academies.

Feb 4, 2013 5:31 PM

39 Timeliness of responses to inquiries for availability of classes & set up of classes
TEPW to map out the current gap analysis and priorities going forward. Better
integration with other state partners providing T & E resources

Feb 4, 2013 4:16 PM

40 Knowledge of resource knowledge, availability and priority Feb 4, 2013 2:36 PM

41 We discussed this last fall, it appears we need to focus in the next two years on
establishing regional response procedures instead of running these exercises
and learning again that we do not have common responses or expectations.

Feb 4, 2013 1:46 PM

42 Faster response in processing taskbook submissions. Feb 4, 2013 1:24 PM

43 Nothing that I can think of. Feb 4, 2013 12:22 PM

44 I think the advisory group is a great idea. Getting feedback and input from the
actual training coordinators from each sector will a huge step in the right
direction.

Feb 4, 2013 12:21 PM

45 Survey all cities and counties.  I think it would be clear that the aareas with the
most resources are getting the most training.

Feb 4, 2013 12:02 PM

46 I like the idea of a training and exercise task force.  Develop and deliver trainings
and related exercises that encourage multiple partners and jurisdicitons to work
together and follow the planning, training, exercise cycle. Let constituents know
what services you can provide that they can request and rely on.  Do real
marketing...Eagle County is hosting a 300 and a 400 training that I didn't know
anything about until a local health department sent me a flyer. Use your Regional
Field managers to push out marketing to constituents and I'll do my part to
circulate it further, regardless of whether or not it is Public Health related.
Publicize the process to request trainings/exercises from DHSEM.  Although
there were problems when NIMS/ICS requests went through CDFS, I had better
results from them.

Feb 4, 2013 11:36 AM

47 More classes in the rural areas on weekends.  Most of my agencies are
volunteer so the members have jobs during the week.  I realize that the large
agencies on the front range have more personnel per agency and they have a
louder voice but I feel that there has been to much emphasis placed on having
trainings that are held on the Front Range and during the weekdays.  The rural
responders would come to trainings if they were held locally and on the
weekends, at least in the NE.  I also feel that were are focusing to much on the

Feb 4, 2013 11:12 AM
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ICS classes and not enough on other classes where the responders can apply
what they have learned in the ICS classes.  I am willing to host classes in my
county and have in the past.  I just have to approach the Training Division and
they are willing to help get things going which is much appreciated.  It would be
nice to see the training Division to approach me to see if i would host a class.

48 It would be helpful if I as a training officer for my jurisdiction could sign personnel
up for training on COTrain and not have to defer that to the individual -
sometimes it doesn't get done.

Feb 4, 2013 11:11 AM

49 More responsive to training needs. Local staff shouldn't have to ask multiple
times for a training to be offerred.

Feb 4, 2013 10:55 AM

50 Have more trainings Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM

51 Develop exercises, with locals - this requires actually picking up the phone and
calling to get jurisdictions to participate. We need exercises that focus on EOC to
EOC coordination, MAC development, resource prioritization. The canned
classes and exercises are not working.

Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM

52 Coordination and deconfliction of statewide course offerings. Annual TEPW.
Transparency of what funding and/or support is available.   State exercise
calendar is developed with no local input. Example: El Paso county was listed as
a participant for a march exercise with no input or request to participate.   I
believe training is delivered based on who asks first or maybe on personal
preference?   There had been a lack of response when questions are asked or
clarification of procedures are sought.

Feb 4, 2013 10:48 AM

53 inform the regions of training availability and opportunities.  Talk to emergency
planning and response representatives to learn what are their needs for training
and work with them to meet those needs.  So far as I am aware, this has not
happened and continues to hold the status quo.

Feb 4, 2013 10:46 AM

54 Collaboration.  Have training be more incorporated into strategic planning Feb 4, 2013 10:45 AM

55 More collaboration among all agencies, also figuring out how to "approve"
trainers (rating system? Approved by State status?

Feb 4, 2013 10:32 AM

56 Provide information on your roles, responsibilities, capabilities and objectives so
that my agency can figure out how you may be able to help.

Feb 4, 2013 10:29 AM

57 Listening and building relationships on various groups.  Knowing who all of the
staff members are and how to contact them.  This group has always been very
small and once DHS came on board, it split things even more.  Streamline effort
between OEM and DHS.

Feb 4, 2013 10:25 AM

58 Multi-disciplinary planning and communication. Feb 4, 2013 10:20 AM

59 CO-train is good in theory but it is difficult for instructors to get information like
class rosters from it.

Feb 4, 2013 10:19 AM

60 Attend regional exercise and training monthly meetings. I know this is not
possible statewide but NCR's meetings are held in your building. Robyn has

Feb 4, 2013 10:17 AM
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been attending the last couple of meetings. I think listening to our discussions
could greatly improve the State's understanding of local issues.

61 Assistance laying out emergency management goals, especially for the city staff
employeese, the courses that need to be taken (and in what order) to attain
those goals and the optimal path to acheive them.

Feb 4, 2013 10:10 AM

62 There has not been enough focus on law enforcement training and especially
exercising.  Fire, EOC, and EMS practice and use the ICS system a lot more
than Law Enforcement.  It is second nature to them, but generally unfamiliar to
LE.  We attend the classes and learn the terminology, but don't use it daily like
they do.  I believe there needs to be a focus on changing that and the only way
to get it done is through more exercising with law enforcement using the ICS
structure and terminology.  We also need to develop new methods to bring EMS
/ Fire resources into unsecured scenes for medical triage (their procedures
generally don't allow them to enter unsecured environments and we need to
brainstorm those procedures for improvement)

Feb 4, 2013 10:10 AM

63 fix cotrain............it is not user friendly at all!!!!!  Please do not make it more
individualised by each person siloing it's relationship to the whoel.  Ensure that
all training is coordinated pariod

Feb 4, 2013 9:59 AM

64 Change out the people, or educate them so they are knowledgable about a wide
range of training and exercise topics.  I would like to feel that I can call on staff
and recieve accurate information.  Currently the information is not consistent, it is
vague and wishy washy.  I look to teh State for direction and guidance, but have
not had that in Training for a long time.

Feb 4, 2013 9:40 AM

65 1) Improve responsiveness to questions.  Don't make me ask 3 or more times
and start involving supervision in order to get a response.  2) Make sure
response are accurate so that more time is not spent clarifying responses are
not applicable or incorrect 3) Establish clear succinct guidance to minimize the
questions surrounding basic and anticipated processes. 4) Try to make using
state resources as simplistic, straight forward and timely as possible. 5) Let us
know what resources are available.  This can be made known initially through a
presentation/workshop, included in training and exercise guidance, For new
changes or even awareness reminders - announced using email/website (Chris
Sorensen updates and posting it on your website)

Feb 4, 2013 9:39 AM

66 Prompt return of phone calls and emails. Feb 3, 2013 2:24 PM
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1 Currently I have worked mostly with Robyn. She is always responsive to my
requests for new training courses and helping me provide training across the
state.

Feb 15, 2013 11:29 AM

2 Unsure what they are. Feb 15, 2013 8:54 AM

3 A consistent POC and staff to address training requests and issues. Feb 14, 2013 2:52 PM

4 The posting of classes on Co Train The simple form used to request classes Feb 14, 2013 8:16 AM

5 Robyn has been responsive to our requests for ICS classes and assisted with
getting books, etc. She has also tried hard  to assist with the Active Shooter
trainings and seeking their DHS course approval, but unfortunately that was a
nightmare at the federal level.

Feb 12, 2013 1:36 PM

6 I will say Robyn has been very helpful with getting ICS 300/400 classes for me in
Montezuma County.

Feb 11, 2013 1:45 PM

7 I believe electronic registration is a very valuable tool and should be continued. Feb 11, 2013 11:37 AM

8 Bad! Feb 11, 2013 11:14 AM

9 The state providing funds for hotels for students who are traveling more than 60
miles.  Please keep this going, because of what I said above.  Even with this
incentive it is hard to get agencies to find it is important to send their employees
to EM/HS type classes.

Feb 9, 2013 12:44 PM

10 Good coordination of FEMA/EMI classes and attendance.  Pretty solid variety of
types of training classes brought into the State.

Feb 8, 2013 4:29 PM

11 I have found service has been good and responsive.  It is just difficult to meet
everyones varing needs.

Feb 8, 2013 10:51 AM

12 Unsure Feb 7, 2013 1:21 PM

13 I have not seen any services or resources for DHS exercise personnel for so
long I don't remember what services or resources were available.

Feb 7, 2013 8:49 AM

14 Taking care of EMI applications and the broad selection of courses. Feb 7, 2013 7:15 AM

15 Very open environment. I'm impressed with the level of advance planning and
the ability to make those plans come to fruition.

Feb 6, 2013 11:14 PM

16 Willingnes to work with specialized units to obtain the training required. Feb 6, 2013 10:14 PM

17 Very good staff Feb 6, 2013 7:20 PM

18 I appreciate the State making an effort by providing the EM Academy. Again,
more qualified instructors need to be brought in, but it's a step in the right
direction.   It's a move forward for our field to have EOC task books, so a big
kudos to the developers. However, there needs to be a mechanism to qualify
individuals who have completed task books. The task books have been out since
the last EM conference (March 2012) and we still don't have a State method to
acknowledge or certify their completion.

Feb 6, 2013 3:29 PM
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19 Generally the section has been responsive to our regions needs. Feb 6, 2013 2:37 PM

20 I like and respect the notion that we have the ability to use Federal money to
help offset our budget to get our members trained. However, I have not yet seen
that happen and it remains a notion at best.

Feb 6, 2013 1:49 PM

21 The consolidation of calendars through CoTrain. Feb 6, 2013 12:11 PM

22 the staff is friendly and responsive Feb 6, 2013 11:53 AM

23 The resources are good and it is helpful that you are sometimes able to help with
travel expenses that would provide a barrier to access to training.

Feb 6, 2013 11:41 AM

24 The assistance with research in finding information. Often FEMA information is
not clear and it is helpful to contact

Feb 6, 2013 10:48 AM

25 NA Feb 6, 2013 9:39 AM

26 quick response Feb 6, 2013 9:34 AM

27 n/a Feb 6, 2013 9:19 AM

28 Training and exercises. Feb 6, 2013 9:02 AM

29 The Co-TRAN programs have been easy to access and the information
contained in each class to be easily understood and with my limited experiance,
each class seems to be very complete and thorough.

Feb 5, 2013 1:54 PM

30 I do enjoy the travel and ability to network with larger systems. Feb 5, 2013 11:35 AM

31 That you are asked these questions -- that you are apparently willing to change -
- that you are making efforts to improve

Feb 5, 2013 11:18 AM

32 -=-- Feb 5, 2013 10:51 AM

33 The class selection on Co.Train. Feb 5, 2013 7:29 AM

34 The variey of courses. Feb 5, 2013 7:20 AM

35 While the words above are a bit harsh, I think the most important resource are
the people at your organization and I am excited about the way you are doing
business. It is positive and service oriented instead of process and bureaucratic.
Thank you for working to revitalize this most important effort.  With fewer grant
dollars available we will now have to be even more innovative than in prior years.

Feb 5, 2013 7:11 AM

36 Staff is very open and easy to approach. Feb 4, 2013 6:26 PM

37 The State does offer the EM Academy which is a good opprotunity for EMs to
network and work on certifications.

Feb 4, 2013 6:10 PM

38 Free training that is available Feb 4, 2013 4:16 PM

39 Not aware of what is provided Feb 4, 2013 2:36 PM
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40 We are getting better regionally. Feb 4, 2013 1:46 PM

41 Having a training and exercise section that represents the agencies in the State. Feb 4, 2013 1:24 PM

42 Relevant courses.  Good notification of availability. Feb 4, 2013 12:22 PM

43 Not sure. I am not a training coordinator so cannot speak to this. Feb 4, 2013 12:21 PM

44 N/A Feb 4, 2013 12:02 PM

45 DHSEM, in the past, provided partner-level support to the Western Colorado All-
Hazards Conference for which I have always been grateful.

Feb 4, 2013 11:36 AM

46 I have always had good support when I asked for it.  I think that having all of the
training under one division instead of two or three will help in the future to not
duplicate things.

Feb 4, 2013 11:12 AM

47 Pertinent, friendly people, committted to providing great service and training Feb 4, 2013 11:11 AM

48 Overall, have not been hugely impressed. Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM

49 I look forward to the future improvements Feb 4, 2013 10:48 AM

50 more information about what services are available to the region as far as
training and exercise are concerned

Feb 4, 2013 10:46 AM

51 This survey Feb 4, 2013 10:45 AM

52 Great courses, lots of location options Feb 4, 2013 10:32 AM

53 I don't know the servcies provided by your agency. Feb 4, 2013 10:29 AM

54 They are free!!!!! Feb 4, 2013 10:25 AM

55 NETC training opportunities and exercises that strengthen our state and local
jurisdictions.

Feb 4, 2013 10:20 AM

56 The staff really does try hard to meet some very diverse needs. Feb 4, 2013 10:19 AM

57 Always responsive. Feb 4, 2013 10:17 AM

58 Responsiveness of the personnel I have delt with over the years. Feb 4, 2013 10:10 AM

59 Training and exercising together with multiple disciplines and multiple
jurisdictions.  We need to do it even more often to continue to work out the bugs.

Feb 4, 2013 10:10 AM

60 Currently nothing, I have no confidence in the current staff and find it
disappointing when I deal with them and consistantly recieve inaccurate or
different information depending on the day.  Additionally, I was told last year that
the State's direction was to focus on the rural areas, since Denver and the NCR
have so much money.

Feb 4, 2013 9:40 AM

61 Right now - not much.  However, I do believe that training and exercise staff are
dedicated to serving their primary stakeholders and believe that this new

Feb 4, 2013 9:39 AM
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organizational structure will empower the team to make the improvements
needed.

62 That the need for new leadership has been recognized and forward progress is
being made.

Feb 3, 2013 2:24 PM
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1 I'm not sure if this evaluation is to truly cover all of the Division including those
training and exercise components that reside within OEM.  I did not evaluate the
OEM training and exercise staff in this exercise but limited it to the OP training
and exercise program area.

Feb 15, 2013 11:29 AM

2 One person shop as previously structured did a good job considering the
demands of the position.

Feb 15, 2013 8:14 AM

3 Increasing the staffing level at the state is a step in the right direction.  Robyn did
an outstanding job considering the amount of people she was trying to support
alone.

Feb 11, 2013 1:45 PM

4 Ever since the change from the Dept. of Local Affairs to the Dept. of Public
Safety it has gone from a good interface with information exchange with Lori
Hodges, to DPS and no interface.  Whats the deal?  If this is the way the State is
going to run then we are in trouble due to none existing communications. Gene
Putman Emergency Management Manager City of Thornton 720-977-6254

Feb 11, 2013 11:14 AM

5 Thanks.  Look forward to continuing to work with you. Feb 9, 2013 12:44 PM

6 I am happy to meet in person with the Program Manager to discuss my answers
or other training and exercise topics.

Feb 8, 2013 4:29 PM

7 I realize it is difficult to meet everyone's needs and to coordinate with all levels. If
possible it would be nice to focus on how we will actually do things here and less
focus on Federal requirements.  I know that they are needed and must be
followed but at times they take up valuable time and resources that could be
spent on preparing for how we will really respond and recover in Colorado and
the metro area. - Thanks for you time and effort

Feb 8, 2013 10:51 AM

8 Anxious to complete new EOC task book Feb 7, 2013 1:21 PM

9 For myself, I would like to have SKYPE available when I talk with DHSEM staff.
Using SKYPE is almost like being there, but does not use any gasoline or hotel
expenses.  I must sound like a grumpy old man, but I am really not.

Feb 7, 2013 8:49 AM

10 I also recommend that our training office work more closely regionally with other
training offices, often Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming, Idaho have training that is
not offered in Colorado and vice versa.  Training provides a fantastic opportunity
to network and develop relationships beyond the state.

Feb 7, 2013 7:34 AM

11 I believe this group should be responsible for annual conference planning as it is
a component of training and professional development.  Looking forward to great
things.

Feb 7, 2013 7:15 AM

12 an occasional session to allow instructors for similar programs to get together
and exchange ideas etc. would be very beneficial

Feb 6, 2013 7:20 PM

13 I appreciate you soliciting our feedback. I hope you're able to improve services.
Thank you.

Feb 6, 2013 3:29 PM

14 Nothing at this time. Feb 6, 2013 2:37 PM
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15 Nothing at this time. Feb 6, 2013 12:11 PM

16 Thank you for conducting this survey. I think this outreach is a great start! Please
let me know if you need anything-or I can help.

Feb 6, 2013 10:48 AM

17 NA Feb 6, 2013 9:39 AM

18 With the stronger alignment language for HPP, PHEP and Homeland Security
grants, it would be great to see this happening around the training and exercise
calendars-doing more with less and getting the medical folks to your table to
learn and share.

Feb 6, 2013 9:19 AM

19 Nothing at this time. Feb 5, 2013 11:35 AM

20 Consider more emphasis on the "education" aspect of HSEM vis-a-vis just
"training & exercise" since education has the opportunity to change doctrine and
is strategic and future challenge oriented.  While "T&E" is absolutely essential to
the improvement of HSEM, the traditional focus on training and exercises is
tactical and usually only addresses tactical perfomers -- HSEM is much more
than that and DHSEM has the opportunity to change the paradigm by
addressing, through the education of leaders, the really vexing problems facing
HSEM in Colorado -- create a new balanced focus from ground level training and
exercises, up to the 30,000ft level by introducing an educational component for
local, state, private sector and National Guard mid and senior level leaders

Feb 5, 2013 11:18 AM

21 Nothing to add. Feb 5, 2013 7:29 AM

22 nothing at this moment in time. Feb 5, 2013 7:20 AM

23 I would recommend you find every person responsible for training and exercises
in the cities, townships, and counties and then meet with a sample of them. That
is a time drain, and I understand the tyranny of time. However, the pay off will be
gaining their trust.  Thank you for all you folks do!

Feb 5, 2013 7:11 AM

24 Keep up the forward progress and good work. Feb 4, 2013 6:26 PM

25 Hands on training! When teaching classes, if you have to bring in the expert. No
more half-assing with semi-experienced people. Also change up the class
techniques, less instructor presenting to students and more senarios to provide
multiple hands on opportunities for students. Rather than the current speratic
exercise.

Feb 4, 2013 6:10 PM

26 The variety has been lacking- glad that we are adding more homeland security
courses.

Feb 4, 2013 4:16 PM

27 There have not been many course offerings that apply to my agency's needs.
PRIMARILY I must list the need for a comprehensive ORIENTATION COURSE
for the whole EPR area! I came into this position with ZERO experience in EPR,
and have had to gather my information piecemeal from various sources, trying to
fit the pieces together into an integrated whole. I was informed that there used to
be an orientation for newbies, but it was no longer offered. I still don't even know
what I don't know, and find the amount of time I need to address the needs of

Feb 4, 2013 2:11 PM
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the community and agency far outweighs that which I have available. We are a
very small agency, but cover a large area with very limited personnel. I am also
trying to train personnel even newer than I am, which is hard to do!

28 I struggle with agencies that will only become involved if there is back fill and this
is a significant issue. I don't know the answer?

Feb 4, 2013 1:46 PM

29 Nothing.  Thank you for the survey. Feb 4, 2013 12:22 PM

30 I'm not clear about how this fits with UASI who didn't serve Boulder because we
are not contiguous to Denver even though we're NCR.

Feb 4, 2013 12:03 PM

31 I would be privileged to serve on a Training and Exercise task force. Feb 4, 2013 11:36 AM

32 Nothing. Thanks for putting forth the effort to try to improve the efforts of your
office.  It has been good but still can be better.

Feb 4, 2013 11:12 AM

33 Great people to work with and have the interests of the emergency community at
the forefront of their planning.

Feb 4, 2013 11:11 AM

34 I think it is important to clarify roles; what is NCR's role in putting together a TEP
as compared to the State's role? Training and exercise should strive to improve
our capabilities in coordinating, not just give baseline, bandaid education.

Feb 4, 2013 10:52 AM

35 I would be happy to talk/meet regarding my 6 years at the regional level. Feb 4, 2013 10:48 AM

36 I would be happy to help with collaboration and interagency strategic planning.
Please forgive me if I submitted this twice.  I entered my answers once and the
sytem deleted them.  Not sure if it went through.

Feb 4, 2013 10:45 AM

37 What exercise support does your group plan on providing, if any? Feb 4, 2013 10:25 AM

38 I believe the DHSEM can have a profound impact on preparedness and
evaluation in the state to include multiple disciplines, and would like to see it get
out and lead with that in mind.

Feb 4, 2013 10:20 AM

39 Would like to see more classes catered to the more experienced EM. Perhaps
an advanced EM Academy - but I don't think this is a function of the T&E
division.

Feb 4, 2013 10:17 AM

40 welcome Beth. I do hope you can turn around the long standing frustrations with
the training program

Feb 4, 2013 9:59 AM

41 I have expressed previously dissatisfaction with the certificates given from
CDEM that they do not contain the amount of training hours earned or CEU's.
Individuals may have need to tracking this information in their professional
growth for many reasons and to not have them on the actual certification creates
hardship to recreate that information and constitutes a guess after a period of
time. I have also expressed that I do not the fact that the new website does not
contain the description of classes offered by the state even if they are not offered
at that particular time. I believe this takes away a planning tool that I have found
useful in the past.

Feb 4, 2013 9:50 AM
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42 The State should be our resouce for update training and exercise information.
We should be seeing emails when the catalogs update and when FEMA
provides updates and information.  The staff should inspire confidence in the end
user that they know and understand training from all sides, not just emergency
management.  The State should provide guidance to us and be our conduit to
EMI and the Feds, rather than say well whatever you want, etc....

Feb 4, 2013 9:40 AM

43 The changes, while slow, seem to be directed at positive and sustainable
outcomes. It is nice to see a focus on customer service and program
accountability.

Feb 3, 2013 2:24 PM
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